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In May 2013, Syrian graphic artist Sana Yazigi launched The Creative Memory of 
the Syrian Revolution. It is still going strong. A trilingual website, it archives intel-

lectual and artistic responses to the Syrian revolution that endures since 2011 despite 
attempts to repress it. In the space of four short years, the site now includes over 
26,000 expressive reactions to the harrowing events Syrians have experienced. In the 
mission statement, Yazigi writes of her astonishment to fi nd so much creativity in the 
space of destruction:

The revolution established a space for ingenuity that has astounded us, the Syrians, 
before even making its mark on the rest of the world, and we wonder, where had all 
this talent in satire, art, and innovation been? The outburst of the uprising against 
oppression and tyranny brought on a surge of these remarkable, latent energies, the 
spontaneous and the organized, in a way never before seen in all of Syria’s years 
marked by repression and injustice. . . . This project aims to archive all the intel-
lectual and artistic expressions in the age of revolution; it is writing, recording, and 
collecting stories of the Syrian people, and those experiences through which they 
have regained meaning of their social, political and cultural lives. . . . The website 
also aims to enhance the impact of the artistic Syrian resistance, to reinforce its place 
in the revolution, to gather, archive and spread the messages it expresses, and to help 
create networks between its main actors and the outside world, whether they were 
individuals or groups. Here, the artist is considered a citizen before anything else, 
resisting with his art and standing by his people’s fi ght.1

Where had all this art and innovation been? It had been underground not daring to 
appear above ground for fear of being censored and destroyed. The revolution opened 
channels for these remarkable, latent energies to explode out into the open. In what 
has become the age of revolution, the explosion of artistic and cultural production 
must be collected, curated and archived so that these alternative forms of witness and 
testimonial serve as memory for future generations.

Networking through online art and culture, Syrians are building a creative history that 
accuses both the tyrant Bashar Assad as well as an unresponsive international political 
community. This project insists on the cosmopolitanism of the artist-activist as national 
citizen and, importantly, a human being and not the ubiquitous refugee whose victim-
hood occupies international headlines. Drawing on anti-colonial resistance models that 
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hark back to the 1930s and 1940s even as they struggle against contemporary internal 
neo-colonial pressures, these talented women and men show that it is still possible to 
dream, to love, to hope, and to create testimonies to the survival of the humanity of a 
people who refuse to be dehumanised. Syrian artist-activists scattered across the globe 
insist that what is most precious in our humanity, our creativity, cannot be erased. In this 
chapter, I argue that the growing body of Syrian revolutionary artworks and the artist-
activists’ awareness of each other are drawing the borders around the habitus of the 
revolution in a transnational space that is incubating a new Syria.

To understand the logic underlying the Syrian revolution, its ruthless repression, 
the mass movement of citizens it has precipitated and the creative movement it has 
produced, I will look back to Ottoman imperial, French mandate and Syrian national 
censorship practices.2

From the early sixteenth century, Syria had been a province of the Ottoman 
Empire. As the glorious Empire started to crumble during the nineteenth century, it 
tightened control over its numerous provinces.3 In Syria, the Ottomans imposed cen-
sorship of printed material, fearing the effect that dissident intellectuals might have on 
public opinion. In 1854, Mir’at al-Ahwal, the fi rst non-offi cial publication, came out 
in Aleppo. Within a year, the Ottomans had closed it down due to its criticism of their 
policies and practices. In 1857, consular representatives of foreign powers received 
a circular detailing what would not be tolerated in print. The vaguely worded list 
included criticism of government affairs and ‘focus on matters that were not of imme-
diate concern to the sultanate but that could upset good relations between nations’.4 
Failure to submit manuscripts to the press bureau risked the newspaper being sus-
pended or confi scated and those deemed responsible punished (see p. 167). In 1865, 
Ottoman press laws called for the ‘inspection of newly printed books, pamphlets 
and newspapers’ (pp. 179–80). Sultan Abdulhamid was placing the cornerstone of 
a system that grosso modo survives today. Bookshops, cultural societies and printing 
presses were added to the purview of the press bureau censor, and writers and newspa-
per editors who defi ed the new conditions might be imprisoned. Many left for London, 
Paris, Cairo and Alexandria where they continued to critique the Ottoman system and 
society, often in publications they had brought with them from Syria. Thanks to the 
infl ux of these Syrians in Egypt, one hundred and fi fty newspapers appeared in the 
eight years between 1892 and 1900 (see p. 164).

In 1908, the Young Turk Revolt drew Ottoman attention away from the Syrian 
provinces and censorship eased, and during World War One, many local newspa-
pers appeared. Ironically, in view of what was soon to transpire, many supported the 
French who opposed the Ottomans (see p. 176). In 1920, the victorious French drove 
the Ottomans out of Syria and imposed mandatory rule. Like their predecessors, they 
cracked down on potential dissidents, jailing or exiling suspected writers, artists and 
journalists. They ‘shut down newspapers, theaters, and cinemas, tightly controlled the 
only radio station, and imposed their authority over schools and universities’.5 The 
French remained in Syria for twenty-six years.

Exhausted by World War Two, the French left Syria in 1946, the year the British 
separated Jordan from Palestine. Two years later, the British handed Palestine to the 
newly established Jewish state of Israel. Seven hundred and fi fty thousand Palestinians 
fl ed their homes into neighbouring countries including Syria where they took refuge 
in United Nations Relief and Work Agency camps that have not yet been dismantled. 
Palestinians who remained became second-class citizens in their ancestral homeland.
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For many, the Palestinian crisis became emblematic of the condition of most 
Arab countries where the colonisers may have left but their infl uence remained in 
the form and practices of local leaderships that proved to be as corrupt and unjust 
as their colonial precursors. Independence movements and their failures raised the 
diffi cult question: How could the principled opponents of the European colonisers 
have failed to bring their people justice? From Iraq to Morocco, the Palestinian 
cause invigorated both socialist and nationalist secular agendas. The right of the 
Palestinians to their land, freedom and dignity symbolised the Arabs’ right to enjoy 
the fruits of revolutions that indigenous leaders had aborted. Poet Mahmud Darwish 
connected Palestinian expropriation with that of the Muslims and Jews in fi fteenth- 
and sixteenth-century Andalusia and then of Native Americans shortly thereafter. 
The lost land and identity had to be redeemed no matter how long the struggle and 
the sacrifi ces it exacted.

Critical Egyptian, Algerian, Iraqi, Tunisian or Syrian intellectuals who resisted their 
corrupt regimes faced reprisal. Speaking truth to power risked prison and even execu-
tion. Consequently, time done in political prison came to constitute a badge of honour. 
Intellectuals – a term to be earned – provided moral signposts; their words shaped 
public opinion. The cultural production of Syrian intellectuals under Hafi z Assad gave 
hope to citizens whose spirits and aspirations his regime tried to crush.

The Assads’ Syria
After the French left in 1946, their legacy lingered in the chaos that followed. Coup 
after coup brought a succession of presidents unable to deal with the sectarianism 
and other divisions that the French had fostered. In 1960, a secret organisation of 
Ba‘athist military offi cers, opposed to Syria’s 1958 union with Egypt, formed the 
Military Committee. Within three years they had staged a successful coup d’état and 
on 3 March 1963 they declared a ‘state of emergency’. The prime minister became 
the martial law governor accountable only to the President, and the minister of the 
interior became his deputy. The state was empowered to ‘arrest preventively . . . 
authorize investigations . . . delegate any person to perform these tasks’.6 According 
to Article 4 of the State of Emergency Law, the martial law governor could censor 
‘newspapers, periodicals, drawings, printed matter, broadcasts and all means of com-
munication, propaganda and publicity before issue; also their seizure, confi scation 
and suspension, the denial of their rights and the closure of the places in which they 
were printed’.7 The echoes from nineteenth-century Ottoman censorship laws and 
their French mimics rang loud. The symbolic importance of the press was demon-
strated in 1969 when, just before taking over power, Hafi z Assad ‘sent his tanks into 
Damascus, straight to the newspaper offi ces of Al-Ba‘ath and Al-Thawra as well as 
to the Damascus broadcasting station. He removed their top editors and installed his 
loyalists’.8 A year later, Assad became President and he kept martial law that persists 
until today with the pretext that as long as the country is at war with Israel and 
remains under threat from local terrorists and international imperialism it is neces-
sary. With time, Assad joined third world leaders in their opposition to the capitalist 
West. Theirs was a kind of post/colonial attack on those who longed to recolonise the 
world they had lost in the middle of the twentieth century. Under such circumstances, 
freedom of thought, expression and assembly had to be strangled. The moral author-
ity of those who disregarded the censors expanded.
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The next step in consolidating power entailed monitoring the universities where 
several underground organisations and their publications were fl ourishing. In 1975, 
Hafi z Assad appointed his brother Rifaat, head of national security, as director of the 
Regional Command Bureau of Higher Education. Rifaat Assad’s panoptic system fi lled 
the campuses with security personnel, recruited informants from among the students 
and controlled what professors wrote and what they said in their classrooms. When 
some students rebelled in 1979, the system tightened and was made so visible that 
student activism plummeted (see pp. 131–4).

The distance between rhetoric and reality began to widen under the new presi-
dent. Talk of freedom and democracy could not conceal widespread censorship and 
incarceration. Assad’s 1973 constitution granted ‘every citizen the right to free and 
public expression of his or her opinion, and provides for the right to participation 
in political life. [Yet, there is] no law by which political parties can seek and obtain 
legal status’.9 Even the six tolerated parties did not have permission to sell their party 
papers. An anonymous lawyer reported having witnessed ‘trials where the only crime 
was reading the newspaper of an opposition political party and the sentence was 
fi fteen years’ (pp. 10, 15).

Writers, fi lmmakers and journalists had to beware of engaging in ‘politics, ideol-
ogy, religion, society, and economics, and especially discussions of Syria or the Middle 
East. . . . The censors ban any book that refers to Alawis or to sectarian differences, 
excluding for this reason virtually all Western studies of contemporary Syria.’10 Any 
criticism of the President or the regime was criminalised as opposing ‘the goals of the 
Revolution’, pursuant to Article 3(e) of Legislative Decree no. 6 of 1/7/1965, or for 
‘obstructing these goals through committing demonstrations, assemblies, or conduct-
ing disorderly acts, or inciting them’.11

Vetting of cultural production was extreme. While the Ministry of Culture super-
vised the dissemination of art, fi lm, theatre and books, the Ministry of Information, 
guided by the Ba‘ath Party and the mukhabarat, or secret intelligence service, over-
saw television, domestic and foreign presses and the distribution of printed matter.12 
A censor who defected during the 1980s explained how censorship grew after the 
French: ‘With each new coup, censorship increased . . . By the time of the last coup, 
led by Hafi z al-Assad in 1970, the whole state structure was transformed into one 
large intelligence and censorship apparatus.’13 Editors and all in key media positions 
had to join the Ba‘ath Party. The ex-censor confi rmed that nothing in Syria, from 
songs to scientifi c programmes to lectures by invited foreign scholars, and news, 
‘evades the censor – even Friday sermons in the mosques have to be written down 
and presented to the Ministry of Religious Affairs for approval’.14 To compound the 
problem, there were few guidelines so that what was permitted one day might be for-
bidden the next (see p. 21). Censors who had allowed what was no longer permissible 
were also liable to punishment.15 Paranoia was in the air.

Hafi z Assad, an Alawite from the rural North, feared the majority Sunni Muslims 
who had traditionally ruled Syria. Among them were the restive Muslim Brothers, 
especially those based in Hama. In 1982, the army razed the old city of Hama to the 
ground and killed tens of thousands in order to teach aspiring rebels a lesson they 
would not forget. The Hama massacre set the stage for over thirty years of draconian 
Assad repression and the atomisation of the Syrian population.
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To prove loyalty, citizens publicly paraded their love of the Assads. They pasted 
Assad images on offi ce walls and car windows. Knowing that any form of dissent 
could be reported to the mukhabarat, no one talked about politics even in the privacy 
of their own homes. Fear of disappearance created an atmosphere of paranoia. When 
I was there in the mid-1990s, people told me in confi dence that ‘al-hitan idan’, in other 
words, ‘the walls are ears’, not merely that they have ears. They told me these things 
because, as one friend explained, I was safe; I did not know to whom to report any 
treasonous slip in loyalty.

Despite widespread terror of the regime, some did protest. Although many intel-
lectuals left the country when the strain of silence overwhelmed them, some stayed. 
Knowing that critique of the system has meaning only when produced inside Syria 
where words have power because they court danger, some writers, fi lmmakers and 
artists produced coded oppositional work. The problem with much of this writing was 
its allusiveness. Accordingly, revolutionary messages remained locked except for the 
cognoscenti. Historical allegories remained historical. Interpretations and suggested 
contemporary parallels were disavowed. In his 1995 play Al-Ghoul, poet and play-
wright Mamduh ‘Adwan warned the tyrant Jamal Pasha, the architect of the Arme-
nian genocide during World War One:

You shall not escape us even while you sleep. Your victims’ vengeance will pursue you 
for blood . . . Even if you muzzle their complaints they will haunt you as ghosts . . . 
From now on we shall begin our great duty: This tyranny shall never recur.16

At a time when the mere whispering of dissent, let alone critique of the state and above 
all the President, risked prison or death, ‘Adwan empowered readers and theatre audi-
ences to think the unthinkable: coercion is not normal; stolen dignity must be restored; 
liberty seized. But, of course, when I asked whether Jamal Pasha stood in for Hafi z 
Assad, ‘Adwan was – or pretended to be – outraged.

Prison writers were the most circumspect and their writing the most opaque. 
However, when the keys to their codes opened up the occluded meanings one could 
tell how audacious their art was, how inspiring! These Hafi z-era public intellectu-
als felt driven to write, even though few believed that their works could do more 
than raise awareness of injustice. Little did they know that their works might some 
day pioneer a revolution that would fi nally break the wall of fear. Today, some are 
looking back to these men and women and discovering works that presaged a new 
revolutionary era.

In June 2000, Hafi z Assad died and his son Bashar took over after authorising a 
constitutional amendment ‘to reduce the head of state’s minimum age from 40 to 34 
(Bashar’s age) . . . The dictatorship passed smoothly from father to son. Otherwise 
put, the Eternal Leader would rule from the grave for another eleven years.’17 During 
the fi rst year of his rule, Bashar let the Damascus Spring blossom. Unprecedented 
freedoms were allowed:18 muntadayat or intellectual fora cropped up all over the 
country and renowned cartoonist Ali Farzat received permission to publish ‘Syria’s 
fi rst independent newspaper in almost forty years – the satirical weekly Al-Domari 
(the Lamplighter)’ (p. 15). Farzat threw caution to the winds as in an explicit depic-
tion of a cell in Tadmor prison, the dreaded Kingdom of Death near the ancient site 
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of Palmyra. Some interrogation tools are attached to the walls of a cell and others 
litter the fl oor. The prisoner, hand and foot amputated, hangs dying from straps, his 
blood drip dropping on to the fl oor. Meanwhile, his torturer having completed his 
assignment relaxes a bit and weeps at the tenderness of a television romance.19

Citizens began to speak out and meet to discuss politics and culture. The situation 
started to spin out of control, especially after the 2006 drought drove over two million 
Syrians into extreme poverty.20 Media censorship returned and political and cultural 
muntadayat were closed. The genie, however, was out of the bottle, even if the increas-
ingly visible opposition was small and disunited. Thin cracks in the wall of fear the 
Assads had carefully erected over forty years widened.

Revolutionary Art
In December 2010, the Arab Spring exploded from Tunisia and spread quickly to 
Egypt, Libya, Bahrain, Yemen and Syria.21 In early March, some schoolboys from 
the southern city of Daraa, picking up the mood of the moment, scrawled slogans 
on a wall: ‘The people want the regime to fall’ and, addressing Bashar the ophthal-
mologist dictator, ‘It’s your turn, Doctor’. The boys were arrested and tortured. The 
popular response was immediate. Despite decades of prohibition on freedom of speech 
and assembly, Syrians fl ooded the streets to demand justice and the ousting of Bashar 
Assad. They organised Friday demonstrations that persist until today. Across the 
entire country, citizens chose Friday for their protests because the Friday communal 
midday prayer in mosques is the only time and place Syrians have offi cial permission 
to assemble. On 25 May 2012, a Friday remembered for the brutal murder of the 
children of Houla, there were 939 demonstrations throughout the country.22 These 
demonstrations were regularly repressed. By summer of 2017, 500,000 had been killed 
– over half of them civilians. Nine million were internally displaced; countless numbers 
had been disappeared, many into Bashar Assad’s prisons, and 5 million refugees were 
wandering the world in search of safety.

The more ferocious the repression – and it was and still is beyond belief vicious 
– the more people joined the opposition: ‘It is clear that peoples’ spirits have strength-
ened as they grow hopeful and unafraid of challenges.’23 They are living an extraordi-
nary moment in history and for most there is no going back. Like other Arab Spring 
revolutionaries, they had launched an impossible revolution: ‘It is frequently very dif-
fi cult to say where the mere desire for liberation, to be free from oppression, ends, and 
the desire for freedom as the political way of life begins’, writes Hannah Arendt.

Only where change occurs in the sense of a new beginning, where violence is used 
to constitute an altogether different form of government, to bring about the forma-
tion of a new body politic, where the liberation from oppression aims at least at the 
constitution of freedom can we speak of revolution.24

They wanted liberation from oppression and the formation of what Hannah Arendt 
calls a new body politic ‘which guarantees the space where freedom can appear’ (p. 125).

Some citizens fought for this new order by demonstrating in the streets and expos-
ing their bodies to lethal danger. Some painted, some wrote stories, some shot fi lms 
and others sang. In the early days, songs were especially effective in mobilising mass 
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protests and exciting revolutionary fervour. In Syria, two singers, Ibrahim Qashush 
and ‘Abd al-Basit Sarut, became emblems of the revolution. Qashush was murdered 
the day after he led a crowd in a rousing liturgy commanding Bashar to go; Sarut 
starred in Talal Derki’s Return to Homs, a 2014 documentary about his transition 
from soccer star to revolutionary champion whipping up the crowd through song and 
leading them into the heart of devastated Homs to fi ght regime forces. Moments of 
deep despair contrast with reckless heroism as Sarut reveals what regime forces have 
done to the city.

In August 2011, caricaturist Ali Farzat’s license to mock expired: he was kid-
napped, beaten and left for dead in a deserted area near the Damascus airport. A brief 
spell in hospital was not enough to dampen his spirits. Undeterred, he returned to 
his drawing board. Using a photograph someone took of him lying in a hospital bed 
with both hands bandaged, he drew a caricature of himself with one of the bandaged 
fi ngers raised in defi ance and contempt. Like so many of the artist-activists, he wants 
to show Bashar that his creativity cannot be stopped; his humanity cannot be crushed. 
Early in 2012, he penned this cartoon entitled ‘International Sympathy’ that mocks 
international hypocrisy at the terrible fate of the people. Representatives of world 
powers visit Syria to drop a few crocodile tears in the outstretched bowl of a member 
of the opposition. The ground around them is strewn with the newspapers that daily 
deliver the count of Syrian dead to a heedless world. This cartoon was one of the fi rst 
items uploaded to the Creative Memory of the Syrian Revolution site. Theirs is an 
angry message to a world that betrayed them, and it contrasts with artist-activists’ 
transnational solidarity.

Art as Memory for the Future
From March 2011, Syrians wrote, rapped, painted and fi lmed their rejection of the 
violence, and of the regime that perpetrated it. Their artworks document the atrocities 
for the future and reiterate their determination to maintain the momentum of a revo-
lution that daily exacts its terrible price. Signifi cantly, these works and their formerly 
isolated creators are forming communities in real and virtual sites.

One of the fi rst stops for fl eeing artists was Art Residence Aley (ARA). In 2012, 
engineer and art benefactor Raghad Mardini restored an Ottoman stable in the hills 
overlooking Beirut. Leaving the rustic structure in place, she adapted the stable to the 
needs of artists in residence: a rudimentary bedroom, a large open kitchen-living-art 
work area and a beautiful garden for installations and performance art. Like Sana 
Yazigi who had been awestruck by the number, talent and revolutionary commitment 
of artists, many of them graduates of Syrian art academies, Mardini recognised the tal-
ent and also the urgent needs of Syrian artist refugees. She would pick them up from 
the border, take them to the residence, provide them with basic needs and leave them 
to recover and create for as long as two months. They would then move to Beirut, leav-
ing one artwork at the residency. ARA has become a museum and gallery that exhibits 
artworks produced during the early days of the artists’ traumatic arrival in Lebanon. 
Their exquisite works assure Assad that he will never destroy the spirits, dignity and 
humanity of the Syrian citizens.

Plastic artists have been successful in Syria and abroad. Their works tell the world 
that Syrians not only survive the ruthless repression, but also that their creativity 
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plays a role in the survival of the revolution. The Syrian Ayyam Gallery has provided 
a physical space for refugee artists like the ones who took up residence at ARA. Soon 
after the outbreak of the revolution, Ayyam moved from its home in Damascus and 
relocated to Dubai, Beirut and London. In these international capitals, the galler-
ies commission and promote the work of important Syrian refugees. One of their 
most prominent protégés is Tammam ‘Azzam, master of intericonic digital imagery. 
Photo-shopping images of European masterpieces on to found images of urban 
destruction, he produces digital works that insist on the survival of the human in 
inhuman circumstances. In this image, ‘Azzam has superimposed Matisse’s 1906 
‘Dancers’ cavorting wildly on the debris of someone’s recently shelled home. In their 
crazy wild dance, the naked red fi gures scream survival and defi ance (see Figure 22.1). 
The number of revolutionary videos, sculptures, graffi ti, banners and digital works 
produced in the past six years is beyond calculation. Creativity as memory for the 
future has become existentially necessary. At a time when the political world has 
turned its back on this humanitarian crisis, artists fi ll the vacuum and international 
art agencies that distribute their work give them transnational visibility.

The brutality of Bashar Assad’s response to the demonstrations compounded by 
the intervention of international collaborators and then of Islamic State has been 
mind-numbing. Death is everywhere, trying to drown the revolution in its own 

Figure 22.1 Tammam ‘Azzam, Syrian Museum: Matisse’s La Danse. 
© Tammam ‘Azzam
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blood. There are corpses to be buried, many in mass graves. Killed by barrel bombs, 
chemical gases, starvation, sectarian skirmishes and Islamist beheadings, Syrian bod-
ies scatter city streets unapproachable because of vigilant snipers. They line road-
sides and pile high in morgues.25 This is the Edgar Allen Poe scenario that novelist 
Khalid Khalifa detailed in his 2016 Faulknerian Al-mawt ‘amal shaqq (Death is Hard 
Work). A father, or what is left of his decomposing body, is fi nally buried after a 
three-day journey that should have lasted a few hours. Readers are taken through a 
dark landscape strewn with corpses on a 400-kilometer road trip from Damascus to 
a village in the north. Militiamen and ill-intentioned foreigners man the innumerable 
checkpoints, acting as though the country was theirs. This is no ordinary trip. Three 
siblings risk life and freedom to bury the body of a father they had not much loved. 
He had died of natural causes in a country pervaded with death and no one cares. 
And, we wonder, why do they care? Despite misgivings and temptations to throw the 
putrefying body out of their microbus, they persevere. The dying man’s last wish was 
to be buried in his village near the Turkish border. Constantly stopped, their six-hour 
trip takes three days. Stage by agonising stage of the journey, we watch and smell the 
corpse decompose. It turns blue and swells and they ‘breathed their father’s death; it 
penetrated their skin and fl owed in their blood’ (p. 114). At the last checkpoint where 
Islamic State men interrogate and imprison one of the sons for not knowing his Islam, 
his sister is struck with aphasia. Her terror is palpable. Worms have crawled out of 
cracks in the skin of the cadaver; they have covered the microbus window and seats 
and her frozen lap (see p. 142). When they do fi nally reach the village, the rotten 
remains of the body are washed, shrouded and buried. Why did burial in the king-
dom of death matter? The corpse, Khalifa told me, represents the honour and dignity 
of the family. Regardless of who the dead were in life, their bodies must be properly 
buried. That means lost bodies must be found, washed, shrouded and then buried 
with all due rituals. People killed while fl eeing violence in a panic or disappeared into 
prisons or buried under the rubble of a destroyed building present a challenge to the 
living. Where are their loved ones? If they can fi nd them what shape will they be in? 
How can they honour them?26

Corpses hit international headlines on 7 February 2017 when Amnesty Interna-
tional published ‘Human Slaughterhouse’, its report on the fate of 13,000 prisoners 
held in Saydnaya prison between 2013 and 2015. It chronicled the arbitrary arrest, 
torture, and extrajudicial execution of prisoners in the terrifying prison of Saydnaya, 
located in a historical Christian town a few miles north of Damascus.27 Within a day of 
the report’s release, several creative responses were uploaded to the Creative Memory 
website. The artists must have set to work on their searing condemnations of the cru-
elty of the ruler the minute they heard the news.

Daali, pseudonym for someone who calls her/himself an ‘Antiwar Artist’,28 circu-
lated ‘The Godfather’. Recalling a fi lm poster, it recycles an old theme: the continu-
ing role of the late Assad in his son’s war against his own people. On the left, a stern 
Bashar stares at us, oblivious to the puppets hanging from strings. Beyond allusion to 
the actual hangings, this image evokes a revolutionary trope: the invisible puppeteer 
refers to the ghost of Hafi z Assad thought to control events in Syria from the grave. 
Indeed, his administration continued virtually unchanged when Bashar assumed offi ce 
in 2000. Further, ‘The Godfather’ recalls an earlier moment in Syrian history when 
execution by hanging was common practice.29
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Like Tammam ‘Azzam’s intericonic digital works that overlay European masters on 
found images of recent destruction, Hani Abbas recycles Salvador Dali’s surreal 1951 
‘Christ of St. John of the Cross’ for the grimly real (see Figure 22.2). The crucifi x hovers 
over and mirrors the Saydnaya prison architecture with the cells lightly marked along 
the prison wings that form the horizontal arms of the cross. Nailed to the fl oating cross, 
the Christ-like fi gure in a loincloth hangs high above the carceral complex. Turning 
back to the crucifi xion that launched Christendom, Abbas’ spiritual rendition of the 
scapegoat during the dark night of the soul seems to promise salvation for the 13,000. 
Will this scapegoat also resurrect and denounce the traitors?30

Abu Yousef’s ‘Human Slaughterhouse’ depicts Bashar the Slaughterer with his 
cheeks full of the fl esh of recently murdered prisoners. His mouth, propped open 
with prison bars, drips fresh blood from his lower lip. This explicit portrayal of the 
monstrous president belongs to a genre of revolutionary images insulting Bashar.31 
This kind of black humour characterises much of the creativity coming out of Syria.

Abed Naji’s ‘Human Slaughterhouse’ uses the UN Logo to ironic effect. He has 
replaced the olive branch wreath embracing the UN vision of the world centred on 
the North Pole with a hangman’s noose. The comments are in English for the inter-
national audience that Abed Naji seeks: ‘Saydnaya prison where the Syrian state is 
silently slaughtering its people. 13,000 people were killed in Saydnaya prison’ and 
‘Keep calm’.32 These two words recall the British slogan produced on the eve of World 

Figure 22.2 Hani Abbas, Sednaya Prison. © Hani Abbas
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War Two: ‘Keep calm and carry on’. The government wanted to calm the people’s 
nerves as news of attacks from Germany sent panic waves across the country. Within 
one day of its publication, these artist-activists gave us their anguished responses to the 
‘Human Slaughterhouse’ report.

Khalifa’s novel and these ‘Human Slaughterhouse’ artworks create the affect that 
shock photographs and videos lost early in the revolution. Even the thousands of grue-
some images of corpses bearing the marks of torture and starvation that Caesar, ‘a 
defected military police photographer who recorded deaths in regime custody over a 
two-year period’33 and in January 2014 distributed around the world, lost their power 
when people refused to look at the return of the repressed from the Holocaust.

Revolutionary Habitus
The Internet has facilitated the production and circulation of hundreds of thousands 
of these works that broadcast the catastrophe, many from places that the Assad regime 
has closed to international reporters. Several sites have been archiving some of this 
work, none more systematically and profusely than Sana Yazigi’s Creative Memory of 
the Syrian Revolution. In an interview, Yazigi confi rmed,

These artists are adopting the revolution and dedicating their work to the revo-
lution. [The artist] is not only doing the caricature because of the beauty of the 
work – no, he doesn’t care about the beauty – he cares about participating. This 
participation is very important and very new for a society that was forbidden from 
participating in any issue – social, economic, political.34

Formerly isolated Syrians are participating in a communal revolutionary project that 
is being transnationally distributed.

Creative Memory archives visual and written memories that restore meaning to 
Syrians’ social, political and cultural lives. Resisting amnesia, the site creates and 
protects a memory for the future, so that the expressive works of Syrian revolution-
ary intellectuals do not disappear. Every day, new items are posted to at least one of 
its twenty categories: banners, murals, caricature, comics, drawings, paintings, graf-
fi ti, calligraphy, sculpture, design, stamps, photography, video, fi lm, music, theatre, 
demonstrations, printed publications, online publications and radio. The number of 
exhibitions, festivals and events featuring Syrian revolutionary art is growing as a 
quick scan of the section promoting art events between 2013 and 2016 illustrates. In 
2013, the site advertised about forty events related to Syrian art and performance; 
in 2014, that number almost doubled to seventy-six; in 2015, there were 112 events 
around the world, and in 2016 over 120 such events.

The site brings together thousands of formerly atomised citizens as members of a 
virtual community.35 It is

empowering to feel that we are presenting evidence (documents) of the people’s 
counter discourse to that of the regime. To resist amnesia and the erasure of our 
legitimate cause is a battle! It is very painful to work on remembering when forget-
ting seems necessary for survival. We are driven by indignation!36
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Indignation was the word that mobilised demonstrators from the beginning of the 
Arab Spring. A team of between ten and twelve employees daily surf the net looking 
for new material and

correcting, completing, and updating old works according to the continuous 
progress/development of editorial policies concerning essentially what is a docu-
ment and how to create it. There is considerable turnover in the site’s personnel 
since the indefatigable search for revolutionary art online is so urgent and often 
so painful that some have had to seek psychological help.37

In April 2016, Yazigi added a new category, ‘Interviews’, to the already packed site. 
It was her fi rst attempt to expose the ‘unsaid critiques Syrians made of the actions/
creative works of other Syrians’.38 She wanted to initiate a conversation among the 
artist-activists who had until then remained more or less isolated. She insisted on hon-
esty, challenging artist-activists to think carefully about their work and its role in the 
revolution. One of the most remarkable interviews was with Yassin al-Haj Saleh, aka 
‘the Intellectual of the Revolution’. On 22 December 2016, she asked him about the 
kidnapping of his wife: ‘Why didn’t the cause of Samira al-Khalil, your wife, turn 
into a public cause among the revolution’s public, but remained relatively personal?’ 
Although Saleh had spoken out about his grief at his wife’s abduction by Islamic State, 
he was careful not to criticise the revolutionaries:

Perhaps because of the gravity and terror of what surrounds us, and the multitude 
of personal and general problems. It might also be because many people do not 
want to lose the dream of the revolution, for if they bind themselves to the cause 
of Samira, Razan, Wael and Nazem, and condemn the kidnappers, they will feel as 
if they are questioning the revolution in which they have invested all their energy 
and passion.39

To question the revolution was tantamount to treason. But Yazigi was not buying such 
apologetics:

Since the Revolution broke out we have had to pay such a high price that we must 
break taboos. We have lost everything and yet there is still more to lose. We must 
say what we have to say but without insults. No more hypocrisy. Enough of the 
angry, empty blablabla over a glass of wine or a cup of coffee.40

Revolution and the art it has spawned should not be allowed to become an empty 
signifi er, just so much ‘blablabla’. These interviews pushed revolutionary artists to 
acknowledge each other in a community of dignity and mutual respect. The site’s 
section entitled ‘Critique of Revolutionary Art’ published this eloquent refusal of 
shallow critique and empty fl attery:

Innovators involved in the revolution, whatever their contributions and however 
committed they may be, should in turn accept the critique addressing their work. 
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They ought to avoid taking critique personally, and rid themselves of any delusions 
of grandeur and infallibility passed down from the age of tyranny. The revolution 
was launched in the name of freedom above all else. If freedom means releasing the 
creative spirit in the absence of censorship, then it also means employing the critical 
mind. The critical mind alone is capable of assessing and motivating creativity, as 
well as protecting it from the horrors of tyranny.41

Revolution demands honest creativity, critique and rejection of anything that smacks 
of the previous regime and its censorship economy.

In October 2016, the Festival International des Arts de Bordeaux featured thirty 
pieces from the site; each one focused on hope. Several works of graffi ti emblematised 
the people’s ability to seize back control of the streets: ‘One day we shall be what we 
want to be . . . The voyage has not yet begun and the path has not ended.’ Using the 
words of the Palestinian poet Mahmud Darwish, ‘I am here. This is my trace. A moon 
will rise out of my darkness’, another graffi tist drew blue letters on a white pock-
marked wall. In this exhibition, these artist-activists were occupying a very special 
place together beyond their online association. The Festival signalled a vital stage in 
the life of the site, its artist-activists and its designer. Curating the physical show in 
Bordeaux put a decisive end to the anonymity she had chosen in order to highlight the 
work of the artist-activist on the site. In need of high defi nition images, Yazigi had to 
enter directly in contact with and reveal her identity to artists and intellectuals on the 
site. Would they be angry that their work had been posted without permission? Far 
from it, she told me: ‘They were very happy. They told me how much they appreci-
ated the site and respected this effort to promote and document their art. It is crucial 
that their art be seen around the world.’42 A community of revolutionary artists began 
to coalesce and to recognise that their virtual co-existence had turned the site into a 
revolutionary habitus.

Beyond informing the world and archiving revolutionary cultural production, the 
site may be creating new identities and subjectivities in common. Creative Memory 
has become an important platform for cultural, intellectual, ethical and also aes-
thetic activism. Associated with each other in ‘a place to become . . . a collective 
“becoming machine” . . . that produces a new kind of person’,43 their identities are 
changing. Through their new awareness of each other and of their creativity in com-
mon, artist-activists are entering a single space, a revolutionary habitus of creative 
signs. New knowledge of their collective presence on this communal site may change 
artist-activists’ perception of themselves.

Making new meaning out of the chaos that others call civil war, the site draws 
attention to artist-activists’ role in responding to the revolution, archiving it, creating 
a revolutionary habitus for all participants and shaping a coherent sense of iden-
tity with political agency. Remarkably safe from regime control, Creative Memory 
provides a treasure house of cultural capital that allows participants and surfers to 
navigate the backstreets of the revolution. After four decades under the rule of the 
terrible Assad dynasty, Syrian artist-activists fi nally share spaces where they can con-
verse openly – if sometimes indirectly – about matters of political concern within 
intellectual, cultural, ethical and aesthetic communities that foster resilience, trust 
and mutual respect.
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Recognising one revolutionary habitus opens a window onto others. Art Residence 
Aley, Ayyam Gallery and communities of Syrian refugee artists scattered around the 
world are negotiating new spaces of freedom and connection previously denied to them. 
They are discovering a revolutionary habitus whose new rules they have assimilated and 
automatically practice.

Conclusion
Six years into the revolution, Creative Memory remains active, up to date with the 
constantly breaking news, and committed to the revolution as hope. Despite so much 
energy, resilience and creativity, the revolution fl oundered. There are many reasons. 
Activists talk of decades of atomisation and, almost enviously, about the Islamists 
who were united by ideology and able to organise collectively. In the beginning, dem-
onstrators met without concern for creed or level of education or class: ‘We didn’t 
know what we were doing, but the experience made us think, discuss and learn. We 
worked hard to coordinate the slogans of the revolution across the country.’44 At a 
meeting of Syrian activists in Paris in the summer of 2015, I heard a recently arrived 
refugee say, ‘we had no experience in mobilizing action, no leadership and we had 
no unifying ideology’.45 But, of course, that is less than half the story. Had Bashar’s 
Shi‘ite allies Iran, Iraq and Hezbollah not supported him, he would not have survived 
the growing organisation of the opposition. Had Islamic State not taken advantage 
of the chaos, the people would not have had to fi ght on yet another front. Had 
Russia not always quietly but then in 2015 overtly supported the regime against its 
UN detractors, the people’s demands for freedom and release from Assad’s tyranny 
might have succeeded.

But even without success, the revolution and its creative outpouring persist. Many 
have buried the Arab Spring and especially the Syrian Revolution, but these people’s 
movements need to be placed into the larger context of modern Arab intellectual 
history. Unlike the early twentieth-century independence struggle against the French 
colonisers that mobilised militants, this revolution has witnessed the surprising activ-
ism and resilience of normal people. Artist-activists, who have emerged out of the 
revolution as Gramsci’s organic intellectuals, celebrate the people’s revolutionary par-
ticipation in solidarity with them. Wissam al-Jazairi has brilliantly represented the 
women’s defi ance of the tanks and the fi res raging around them (see Figure 22.3). 
No matter how hard the regime tries to kill its citizens they will not give up. They 
have seen too much, suffered too greatly not to dance on the fl ames and the rubble 
of destroyed homes to prove their unfl agging adherence to the revolution. Defi antly 
dancing, revolutionaries refuse to be called victims; they refuse to return to silence 
and acquiescence. With this sculpture of a muscled man dancing on the edge of a bar-
rel soaked with blood, Sari Kiwan, an Art Residence Aley fellow, announces that no 
amount of regime barrel bombs will stop the people from celebrating their revolution 
with dance (see Figure 22.4).  Dance is a trope seen again and again in connection 
with the people’s extraordinary resilience and defi ance.

In December 2015, thirty-fi ve collaborating artists from Kafranbel, a town that 
weekly produced revolutionary banners broadcast around the world, unveiled a 
spectacular twenty-four-metre, one-million-stone mosaic wall entitled ‘Revolution 
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Figure 22.3 Wissam al-Jazairi, Women Dancing In Front of a Tank. 
© Wissam al-Jazairi

Figure 22.4 Sari Kiwan, Man Dancing on a Barrel Bomb. © Sari Kiwan
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Panorama’. Featuring the faces and stages of the revolution, these organic intellectu-
als documented the revolution from its beginnings in March 2011 until the end of 
2015. In July 2017, Syrian expats in Manchester England put on a two-week festival 
to celebrate the work of Syrian artist-activist refugees who have not succumbed to 
pessimism and despair.

Unlike the freedom fi ghters of the 1930s and 1940s who shared the single agenda 
of ousting the French from Syria, these revolutionaries are without leader, ideology or 
agenda. That is as it should be. The revolution, Wassim al-Adl asserts,

was not about an ideology or a religion, and it wasn’t about grand political schem-
ing, it was about normal people who stopped what they were doing to stand up for 
what they believed in, and they did that even though they were afraid and, in many 
cases, would lose their lives.46

At this pivotal moment in their nation’s history, Syrian writers, artists, fi lmmakers and 
digital media practitioners are expanding an enduring revolutionary momentum into 
a transnational terrain of committed cultural praxis.

With the explosion of the Arab Spring, moral authority has been democratised. 
Social media and the Internet have played their role in all of the 2011 revolutions, 
nowhere more so than in Syria. Phone cameras, Skype, Facebook, YouTube, Instagram 
and Twitter have provided

the building blocks for an alternative public sphere . . . a space for incubating new 
kinds of political thinking, and political identity, that would be inadmissible in 
more established channels. . . . It enables genuinely popular political alternatives 
to emerge. . . . Instead of sealing people off into echo chambers, social media can 
serve as a steppingstone for movements that aspire to achieve mass appeal.47

At the head of such movements are the many artist-activists who are in touch with the 
people, who speak their language and who advocate for their rights. They are the new 
Syrian organic intellectuals who are members of human rights and citizenship train-
ing organisations like the ‘Syrian League for Citizenship’ (SL4C) and ‘Women Today’ 
in Beirut, ‘Rethink Rebuild’ and the ‘Syrian Legal Development Project’ (SLDP) in 
Manchester with branches in Gaziantep, Turkey, and inside Syria the ‘Afaq Academy’ 
that trains opposition fi ghters about international law, especially the Geneva Conven-
tions. Laying the foundations for a new Syria, these NGOs prepare Syrians for a post-
Assad world.

Above all, artist-activists have galvanised these new movements. Their words 
and art carry more weight today than the discourse of the old Marxists and leftist 
intellectuals. Those early spokespersons for the Arabs’ resistance to colonialism and 
imperialism had led the people through the maze of colonial legacies that lurked in 
the interstices of authoritarian regimes.48 Theatre, fi lms, art and literature staged the 
creative hope of these organic intellectuals who have established connections to the 
people who empower them to speak, write, sing and paint. Their relentless creativity 
while witnessing wickedness has created the conditions for the emergence of a new 
relationship that Syrian intellectuals are forming with the people. Wissam al-Jazairi, 
Ibrahim Qashush, ‘Abd al-Basit Sarut, Sari Kiwan, Sana Yazigi and Tammam ‘Azzam 
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have greater moral authority than the veteran poet Adonis who had long stood at the 
vanguard. When he did not denounce the Assad regime and come out in support of 
the revolution, he hammered the last nail in the coffi n of the post/colonial Arab intel-
lectual high on Mount Olympus.

Graffi tists, digital artists, sculptors, musicians and writers call not for ideological 
warfare but for loyalty to the revolution. They demand commitment to its goal of 
transforming a neo-colonial system into the Arendtian new body politic that guaran-
tees the space where freedom can appear and will unite a country that for forty years 
had been atomised. These revolutionary organic intellectuals refuse the despair of so 
many who have given up on the revolution.

Ideology is now the realm of Islamist groups whose destructive world view is fail-
ing to deliver on its promises. This may be the best outcome for a revolution without 
ideology: it leaves open a space for something new to emerge. This newness may be a 
different relationship to power – horizontal rather than vertical, alongside rather than 
directly oppositional, democratic rather than elitist, speaking for oneself and not for 
the people. No longer relying on elite others to articulate their grievances and fi ght 
for them, these organic intellectuals have assumed the burden of representation and 
action. They are calling for a burial à la Khalid Khalifa as a means to salvage Syrian 
honour and dignity, and to launch a new era when Syrians can return home and dance 
in the streets of Damascus.
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